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STEP 1
1. Register a new account
1.1 Visit the website of the Cloud platform at http://47.88.54.22:8090. Click Register to set up a new
account.

1.2 Fill in the necessary information to finish the account registration.

1.3 An confirmation e-mail will be sent to the register after presenting the information. Login the mailbox to
activate the new account. Go back to the Cloud platform website and login with the new account.
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STEP 2
2. Status of the user and device
Click the Stats to check the statistic of the connecting terminals, MAC, AP devices, etc.

STEP 3
3. Add a new AP device. Make sure the AP is connecting to the Internet in order to synchronize the data and
setting with the Cloud platform.

3.1 Click the Device to check the operating status of the AP which is linked to the Cloud platform.
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3.2 Click the Device Add, fill in the SN code, AP name, address and the Group information.

Remark: The SN code is in the product sticker. Or login the default IP address of the AP with 192.168.2.1. The
SN code is showed in the system status. (The default account and the password is “admin”)

STEP 4
4. AP Configuration
After the AP is added to the Cloud platform and it’s online, the AP can be configured in the Ad authentication,
SSID, encryption, transmitting power, etc.

4. 1 Set the single AP
This method is suitable for setting different SSID among different APs. It’s recommended to set groups for
easier management (refer to the STEP 6) .
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Click the Device DeviceManage Config

Click the Config and make settings on below pages. The new setting will take effect in several minutes after
the confirmation from the Cloud platform.

*Basic: set to use the AP template, the Ad Authentication, the schedule to reboot the AP
*SSID: set the WiFi SSID, add multiple SSID and set passwords, choose the VLAN value
*Frequency: set the wireless frequency and transmitting power
*Black White List: set the black and while list of the domains
*Advanced: WiFi probe setting and the WiFi connection parameters
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Remark:
1. In the Basic page, when the Auth is enabled, Ad will be showed when connecting the WiFi.
2. In the Advanced page, when the QoS is enabled, the function of traffic control will be available.
3. In the Advanced page, when the WiFi Probe is enabled, the terminal with week connection signal will be
forced to be offline from the WiFi.
4. In the Advanced page, the Status Interval decides how often the AP will report its working status. The
value is between 1-120.
5. In the Advanced page, the Duration decides how often the Cloud platform will check if the terminal is
online or not. The value is between 5-60.

4.2 Template Modification (Suitable to modify the AP setting in batch)
4.2.1 Click the Device and then the Template, click Add button to add a new template.

4.2.2 Fill the name of the template and choose the right AP model. Please note that the specific template is
only available to the corresponding product model. The setting options in the template is the same to the
single AP setting.
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4.2.3 After finishing the template setting, apply the template in the designated APs. Click the Template,
choose the template and click the Apply, choose the corresponding AP and confirm. The newly settings will
be updated in the Cloud platform and will be available in a few minutes.

STEP 5
5. Configuration of the Auth Function
When the Auth is enabled, the terminals will receive a pop-up WiFi connecting page. If no connecting paged
is preferred, the function can be disabled in the AP setting according to the Step 4.

5.1 Click Auth Ad-Manage Add, fill in the name of the Auth, choose the classic mode, and then choose
the designated group to apply this function. Save the setting.
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5.2 Click the Decorate of the new Ad in the list

5.3 Choose the Related Page for Decoration
5.3.1 The main page. The main page is the first page that the browser pops up when the terminal is
connected to the WIFI. Click the Edit button in each module to modify the content of the authentication
page.
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5.3.2 Auth page. The Auth page is after the main page. One-key authentication can be selected in this page.
Click Auth Edit, select the authentication method, fill in the intended Internal link, apply the settings.

5.3.3 Success page. The final page of showing advertisement during the authentication process.
Advertising picture, display duration, redirect URL, etc can be set in this page. Apply settings afterwards.
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5.3.4 Activate the advertisement.
After finishing the setting of all the three pages above, click Save on the top of the right side, and then click
Push to activate the advertisement. Wait for three minutes and test the function with terminal devices. If
failed to activate the Ad, please click Auth Ad-Manage  Push. Click Add and fill in necessary info to
activate the Ad in different groups.

There is a list showing all the information of the Ads and the corresponding activated group.
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5.3.5 Set the authentication expiration for different groups.
Click Auth Authentication Expiration Add. Set the value of authentication expiration based on hours.
And set the value of duration of single WiFi connection based on hours.

STEP 6
6. Group management
Through the group management, user can manage multiple APs in different area and choose different
authentications. For example, if there are two projects in different areas, Shopping Mall A and Shopping Mall
B. Both of the projects needs the AP installation and different authentication pages. In this case, user can
create group for each of the project and set the AP and corresponding authentication into the designated
group.
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6.1 Click System  Group  Add, create a new group Shopping Mall A（ The default account owns the
highest authority group, any new established groups belongs to the highest authority group)

6.2 Set the specific AP in the corresponding group. Click the Device  Device  Add, click the Edit of the
corresponding AP and set it in the designated group.
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6.3 Set the Ad authentication. Click the Auth Ad-Manage Ad tab, choose the right Ad and click the Edit
to apply the Ad in the specify group.

6.4 On the top of the tab, it shows the relationship of the groups. Click in to check the Ad content in different
groups.


